
Joint Solution Overview
After stringent testing and customer feedback, deepwatch has chosen Digital 
Shadows to enhance its Managed Detection & Response (MDR) and Managed 
Endpoint Detection & Response (MEDR) services. 

Digital Shadows enables deepwatch to enhance its MDR & MEDR service by utilizing 
deep and dark web cyber threat intelligence (CTI) to protect and defend customer 
networks. It is fully integrated with our Cloud SecOps Platform. 

deepwatch begins each customer onboarding by collecting a comprehensive list  
of customer domains, IP addresses, high-value target (HVT) individual email 
addresses, internal project names, and other key terms. This information is used by 
deepwatch to establish automated workflows in its SOAR platform to continuously 
hunt for deep/dark web exposure. The net result is that customers receive 
automated, highly tuned alerts on their deep/dark web exposure, support takedown 
actions, and rich context to support incident response when applicable. 

deepwatch Digital Shadows Use Case Overview
deepwatch has built manual and automated workflows designed to reduce each 
customer’s deep/dark web cyber threat exposure. Fueled by Digital Shadows CTI, 
deepwatch is able to proactively:

 � Detect and alert the customer  
to typosquatting activities so  
that customers can initiate 
takedown actions

 � Keep track of each customer’s 
brand risks, such as spoof social 
media profiles, to safeguard 
company reputation

 � Detect, alert, and provide rich 
context on data leaks so that the 
customer’s IR and legal teams can 
take appropriate action

 � Monitor IP addresses and 
domains for each customer and 
continuously hunt for dark web 
compromises

 � Utilize customer provided HVT list 
to continuously hunt for leaked 
credentials across the deep/dark 
web and PasteBin
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JOINT SOLUTION BENEFITS
 � Deep/dark web monitoring  

as a service

 � Detection and alerting on credential 
theft and IP theft

 � Delivery of rich context to resolve 
deep/dark web exposure

 � Reduced cyber risk exposure

ABOUT DEEPWATCH 
deepwatch delivers data-driven managed 
security services while extending customers’ 
cybersecurity teams and proactively advancing 
their SecOps maturity. Powered by our 
innovative cloud platform, deepwatch is trusted 
by leading global organizations to provide 
24/7/365 managed security services.

ABOUT DIGITAL SHADOWS 
Digital Shadows makes threat intelligence work for organizations of all sizes. Our industry-
leading SearchLight service delivers relevant threat information that allows organizations  
to quickly understand and act on their external exposure, minimizing their risk without hiring 
additional headcount. 
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